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Introduction

At the 1966 Medical Committee for Human Rights in Chicago, Martin Luther King Jr.
was recorded as saying, “Of all the forms of inequality, injustice in health care is the most
shocking and inhumane.”1 Medical discrimination is the systematic process of improper
treatment of people of color within healthcare. It includes disparity in health coverage, unhealthy
environments, and negative stereotypes held by healthcare workers against people of color.
Documenting and voicing their truths, a number of artists have responded to the inaccessibility
of healthcare as part of the ongoing mistreatment of Black communities within the United States.
I focus on artists who have taken up the role of activists in order to bring attention to the ways
discrimination is deeply embedded in United States society: Latoya Ruby Frazier, Simone Leigh,
and Renée Stout. By bringing attention to the continued lack of basic rights, these artists create
work that can be seen as social activism.
There is a longstanding history of racism in medicine; however, it has never reached the
height of outrage that has been seen with other injustices, like police brutality and mass
incarceration. In comparison to the more blatant forms of racism, medical discrimination is often
more discreet. For example, medical racism can begin outside of the traditional health spaces. It
can start from living in close proximity to various invisible toxins in the air and water that lowers
the quality of life of nearby inhabitants. Densely populated urban areas that house mainly
African American and Hispanic families are largely impacted by various sources of pollution that
can shorten their lifespan.2 The impact environmental racism can have on one’s health is less

1

John Dittmer, PhD, The Medical Committee for Human Rights, AMA Journal of Ethics, “Illuminating the Art of
Medicine,” September 2014, https://journalofethics.ama-assn.org/article/medical-committee-human-rights/2014-09.
2

Laura Pulido, “Rethinking Environmental Racism: White Privilege and Urban Development in Southern
California,” Annals of the Association of American Geographers 90, no. 1 (2000): 22.
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often discussed since people may be unaware of these invisible toxins. Another reason why is
that typical health facilities tend to have a level of privacy that can be harder to dispute in public.
While there are constant cases of malpractice, it is not necessarily easy to prove that a doctor’s
medical decision has to do with a person’s race. Finally, the etiquette of healthcare environments
leads most people, including doctors, to respect and trust the expertise and education of
healthcare professionals as knowing what is best for the patient. It is true that doctors possess
in-depth knowledge about the human body; however, there have been hundreds of peer-reviewed
studies that have pointed out the racially motivated decisions by physicians. These decisions can
lead to doctors’ denying appropriate care or inflicting extreme procedures (like amputations) on
Black patients that white patients would be spared.3 Historically, white doctors have been guilty
of denying Black patients care, misdiagnosing their symptoms, or spreading inaccurate beliefs
about Black bodies. The issue of distrust between the Black community and Western medicine
means that many choose to neglect their health or delay visits to the doctor. In the past, however,
many Black communities would visit root doctors for issues regarding their health. These root
doctors provided remedies based on herbalism and Central African rituals. Using root doctors
allowed many to keep the traditions of their past and focus on their health. While root doctors are
no longer the main healers of the Black community today, many Black families have passed
down traditional African healing methods as a response to inaccessible healthcare and medical
discrimination.4
The case for medical discrimination is easily seen during global pandemics. Black
Americans are disproportionately impacted by widespread illnesses more than any other group in
3

John Hoberman, Black and Blue: The Origins and Consequences of Medical Racism. 1st ed. (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 2012), 1.
4

Michael Owen Jones, , Patrick A. Polk, Ysamur Flores-Peña, and Roberta J. Evanchuk. “Invisible Hospitals:
Botánicas in Ethnic Health Care.” In Healing Logics: Culture and Medicine in Modern Health Belief Systems, edited
by Erika Brady, 40. (University Press of Colorado, 2001).
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the U.S. For example, in the 1918 flu pandemic, Black Americans were facing constant crises.
They were “newly freed but still facing disenfranchisement, anti-Black violence, including
lynchings - and they were still legally segregated. There was racism in health care. And there
was the long-standing racist idea that something is wrong physiologically with the Black body,
and that something is wrong mentally, emotionally, and morally with Black people in general.”5
The Atlanta Board of Health reported, “in 1900 that the death rate in the Black population
exceeded that in whites by 69 percent.”6 Presently, the COVID-19 pandemic shows similar
parallels to the flu pandemic of 1918. According to the COVID Tracking Project and the Boston
University Center for Antiracist Research, Black people make up, “13 percent of the U.S.
population,” but account for, “22 percent of deaths in which race is known. Black Americans are
dying from COVID-19 at 2.4 times the rate of white people.”7 There are many factors that
contribute to this increased exposure. Black Americans are more likely to have jobs that require
them to work in person as essential workers. They are also more likely to live in homes that are
multigenerational and have a higher risk of spreading illness to elderly family members.8
Segregated neighborhoods also lead to increased exposure. Redlining leads to fewer
opportunities for Black Americans to move to areas that have high-quality healthcare facilities. 9
The healthcare facilities that are in the vicinity of large Black communities are overcrowded and
underfunded making it easier for the quality of treatment. For example, New York City houses
5

Madeline Drexler, “Deadly Parallels: Health Disparities in the Covid 19 pandemic mirror those in the lethal 1918
flu,” Harvard Public Health, September 2020,
https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/magazine/magazine_article/deadly-parallels/.
6
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Devin Quinn Rutan, “Legacies of the Residential Security Maps: Measuring the Persistent Effects of Redlining in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,” (Pennsylvania: University of Pittsburgh, 2016), 14,
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/78483233.pdf.
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some of the nation’s best hospitals but experiences wait times that can exceed twenty-four hours.
Long wait times can have harmful implications on the quality of care for each patient. These wait
times are also based on class and race. At Lenox Hill Hospital, located in the affluent
neighborhood of the Upper East Side, the average wait time to be seen by a doctor is eighteen
minutes. Hospitals, like Kings County and Harlem Hospital Center, have wait times that can
exceed 12 hours. There are many reasons for this disparity as, “patients in poorer neighborhoods
are more likely to visit the emergency room for non-urgent problems due to lack of access to
primary or outpatient care, which contributes to hospital congestion.”10 Because of overcrowding
many of these hospitals cannot provide adequate healthcare, making it unsurprising that Black
Americans are so greatly impacted by widespread illnesses.
The discrimination against public health has been documented by activists and artists
who recognize the necessity of accessible health care. Civil rights activist and historian, W.E.B.
Du Bois was among the first to note the health disparities of Black Americans compared to their
white counterparts in his study, The Health and Physique of the Negro American. After the
abolition of slavery in 1865, the high death rates of Black Americans were largely believed to be
due to racial traits and tendencies. Du Bois recognized that the disparity comes from lack of
education, economic opportunities, and lowered sanitary conditions in their environments. In this
study, Du Bois states, “The general organizations throughout the country for bettering health
ought to make a special effort to reach the colored people. The health of the whole country
depends in no little degree upon the health of Negroes.”11 The general consensus led many white
10

Sun Young Chung, “NYC Hospitals in a State of Emergency: Overcrowding Jeopardizes Patients’ Lives,”
Roosevelt House, May 14, 2015,
http://www.roosevelthouse.hunter.cuny.edu/?forum-post=nyc-hospitals-in-a-state-of-emergency-overcrowding-jeopa
rdizes-patients-lives.
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W.E. Burghardt DuBois, “The Health and Physique of the Negro American,” National Library of Medicine, May
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doctors to recognize the need for labor from Black Americans for the public health of white
Americans. This close exposure led healthcare professionals to believe it was necessary to reduce
disease among Black people.12 In The Cancer Journals, Audre Lorde provided a vulnerable and
powerful account of her struggles with breast cancer and her mastectomy. Throughout the book,
she worries about the struggle to resist being labeled as a medical stereotype and her battle to be
heard by her healthcare providers. Her loss and brush with death compelled her to use her voice
in order to cope with the difficult feelings surrounding her anger, pain, and fear of cancer. Lorde
uses her practice to voice her “feelings and thoughts about the travesty of prosthesis, the pain of
amputation,” and “the function of cancer in a profit economy.”13 Recognizing that her silence has
not protected her, she documented her troubles as a way to empower herself and other Black
women who are compelled to feel strong during difficult times. According to Lorde, “In the
transformation of silence into language and action, it is vitally necessary for each one of us to
establish or examine her function in that transformation, and to recognize her role as vital within
that transformation.”14
There is myriad scholarship that discusses the impact of medical discrimination, but there
are relatively few that discuss the intersection of race, health, and visual art. While doing
research on the topic, I discovered the School of Visual Art’s 2018 exhibit entitled, “Rethinking
Illness: Art, Health, and the Environment.” Organized by the CUE Art Foundation in
collaboration with More Art, the exhibition sought to question the ways time, endurance,
exhaustion, and resilience inform and impact artistic practice, public health, environmental

12

Hoberman, Black and Blue: The Origins and Consequences of Medical Racism, 25.
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Audre Lorde, The Cancer Journals. Special edition. (San Francisco, California: Aunt Lute Books, 1997), 7.
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activism, and the experiences of people living with chronic illnesses and disabilities.15 The
exhibition led me to think about the ways that the Black community, particularly Black women,
respond to the crisis in healthcare. Because of my own proximity to Black women healthcare
workers in my family, I questioned the standard roles of caregiving and resilience that are often
expected from Black women. The issues of Black women have always been dismissed and
ignored because “within this country where racial difference creates a constant, if unspoken,
distortion of vision, Black women have on one hand always been highly visible, and so, on the
other hand, have been rendered invisible through the depersonalization of racism.”16 Beliefs of
strength and resilience placed on Black women are linked to the survival of the Black family but
often at the expense of their own health and wellbeing. As many grassroots activists are headed
by women, Black women activists have continuously taken up the responsibility of advocating
and caring for their community.
In Chapter 1, I focus on Latoya Ruby Frazier’s The Notion of Family (2001-2014). This
autobiographical series follows the lives of her grandmother, her mother, and herself living in
Braddock, Pennsylvania. Because of the many steel mills, Braddock was once a bustling town
filled with economic opportunity and entertainment. However, the steel mills exposed the
population to toxic air and water pollution which led to the severe decline of the public health of
Braddonians. After the flight of white Braddonians to more affluent neighborhoods, the African
American population of Braddock has also faced a lack of accessible healthcare. In the series,
Frazier provides a vulnerable account of the declining health of her mother and grandmother who
both suffer from cancer, and her own Lupus attacks amid the family’s moments of happiness.

15

“Rethinking Illness: Art, Health, and the Environment,” CUE Art Foundation, Accessed on March 12, 2022,
https://cueartfoundation.org/events/rethinking-illness-art-health-and-the-environment.
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The series also engages with the community as photographs of protests are scattered throughout
the family album. By focusing on the community, Frazier takes on the role of an activist who is
working to document the function of environmental injustice in medical racism.
In Chapter 2, I examine two installations by Simone Leigh entitled Free People’s Medical
Clinic (FPMC) and The Waiting Room. This chapter builds on the topic of inaccessible
healthcare that is discussed in Chapter 1 by responding to the quality of care given to people of
color. In these pieces, Leigh creates historically symbolic installations based on the care-based
anonymous labor of Black women. In FPMC, Leigh uses the home of Dr. Josephine English, the
first Black women gynecologist in New York, to create a month-long installation that focuses on
performances, healthcare information, and holistic remedies including massage therapy, HIV
screening, and folkdance classes. In The Waiting Room, Leigh places attention on the etiquette of
the traditional waiting room in relation to stereotypes. She addresses the issues of medical
neglect due to overcrowding in hospitals that mainly treat people of color. These installations
focus on the ways that medical professionals have historically mistreated people of color,
especially Black women. In response to these negative stereotypes, Leigh calls for Black women
to bring attention to their own health and wellbeing. For Leigh, letting go of the “Strong Black
Woman” archetype will allow Black women to focus on their health in a system that chooses to
ignore their pain.
Chapter 3 centers on the spiritual and Afrocentric works of Renée Stout. In her
multimedia works, Fetish #2, The Rootworker’s Table and I Can Heal, Stout turns herself into a
vessel of empowerment and healing based on indigenous Central African healing rituals. This
chapter expands on the use of homeopathic remedies that are mentioned in Chapter 2, but with
the intention of reclaiming and redefining past healing techniques. Stout is known for her heavily

7

researched and complicated works that focus on ways that African American communities have
traditionally practiced healthcare. By using ‘taboo’ practices like rootwork and conjure, Stout
asks for the reclamation of these past rituals that once inspired and guided enslaved African
peoples in the United States. These rituals are not completely lost but have become demonized
and lost due to the esteemed and widespread practice of Western medicine. By using these
alternatives, members of the Black community can prioritize their health and healing in a way
that reconnects them to a ‘forgotten’ past.
All three artists have taken on the role of documenting the phenomenon of medical
discrimination. Each artist has revealed the lives of those suffering from everyday adversity and
the right to a healthy lifestyle as a basic need. By focusing on the topic of health and
empowerment, Latoya Ruby Frazier, Simone Leigh, and Renée Stout become advocates for the
health and wellbeing of the Black community.

8

Chapter 1
Latoya Ruby Frazier’s The Notion of Family:
Inaccessible Healthcare and Its Impact

Latoya Ruby Frazier’s The Notion of Family is a thirteen-year autobiographical
documentary about her family’s life in Braddock, Pennsylvania. In this series, Frazier documents
how deindustrialization, environmental racism, and redlining have directly contributed to her
family’s and Braddock’s declining health. The town of Braddock has housed the Edgar Thomson
Steel Works of the United States Steel Corporation since 1874.17 From its inception, the mill
actively employed men, regardless of race, leading to a boom of migration to Braddock. The
bustling economy quickly allowed Braddock to prosper and build many local community
businesses. It housed churches, schools, shopping centers, a hospital, and a public library, all of
which contributed to a high quality of life and the town’s budding reputation. The steel industry
went through a period of massive decline in the 1970s and 1980s because of foreign competition,
and an unwillingness of corporations to invest in factories in urban areas.18 The number of
manufacturing jobs in Braddock has continuously dropped by almost two-thirds between 1970
and 2000, leaving healthcare as the town’s largest industry.19 Born in 1982, Frazier did not
witness the Braddock that her grandmother nostalgically recalled. Frazier’s Braddock was
riddled with drug addiction, toxic chemicals, and decrepit homes. Employment opportunities

17

“United States Steel Edgar Thomson Works,” Historic Pittsburgh, University of Pittsburgh Library System,
Accessed February 17, 2022, https://historicpittsburgh.org/islandora/object/pitt:MSP285.B031.F04.I01.
18

David G. Tarr, “The Steel Crisis in the United States and the European Community: Causes and Adjustments,”
Issues in US-EC Trade Relations, (1988): 193, https://www.nber.org/system/files/chapters/c5960/c5960.pdf.
19

Walter Benn Michaels, and Daniel Zamora. “Chris Killip and LaToya Ruby Frazier: The Promise of a Class
Aesthetic.” Radical history review 2018, no. 132 (2018): 23.
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greatly declined and there was nothing to do.20 The once multicultural Braddock quickly lost its
diversity as Frazier explains, “many of the white residents moved away from Braddock, leaving
behind communities of color who were frequently barred from getting loans to buy homes
elsewhere.”21 Braddock’s decline quickly changed the reality of its Black population. Left behind
to waste with the declining steel industry, Braddonians face intense poverty and severe health
effects because of their decaying environment. Frazier’s series allows her to provide
documentation of that decay and its impact on working-class Americans. Mainstream
environmentalists are known for tackling issues around wildlife preservation and conservation
that impact the environment on a global level. While this level of activism is necessary, often
communities facing immediate threats to their health and environment receive less public
attention. Many grassroots groups, usually headed by women, have organized themselves
around waste facility siting, lead contamination, pesticides, water and air pollution, nuclear
testing, and workplace safety, as it directly affects their livelihoods.22 Frazier’s The Notion of
Family serves as medical photography to document the impact of decaying environments and
inaccessible healthcare on her family, home, and community. This documentation serves as a
catalyst for change as it advocates for hope and change for Braddock’s population.
Inspired by documentary photography in the 1930s, Frazier extends this legacy by
inserting her own unique perspective of life in Braddock. Frazier recalls in a 2015 interview a
discussion of the book Camera Lucida by French essayist Roland Barthes in her first
undergraduate photography class at Edinboro University of Pennsylvania. Asked to bring in
20

LaToya Ruby Frazier, Dennis C. Dickerson, Laura Wexler, Dawoud Bey, and Lesley A. Martin. The Notion of
Family. First edition. (New York: Aperture Foundation, 2014), 11.
21

Corinne Segal, “A bird’s-eye portrait of what was once a thriving steel town,” PBS News Hour, November 16,
2015, https://www.pbs.org/newshour/arts/latoya-ruby-frazier-braddock-pennsylvania.
22

Robert D. Bullard, and Robert D. (Robert Doyle) Bullard, Confronting Environmental Racism : Voices from the
Grassroots. 1st ed. (Boston, Mass: South End Press, 1993), 24.
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examples of photographs that might illustrate Barthes’s idea of the “punctum” and “studium,”
Frazier remembers Dorothea Lange’s Migrant Mother being passed around. This photograph
deeply inspired Frazier because:
Everyone kept calling it “Dorothea Lange’s photograph.” The image was passed
to me — and I realized I didn’t know that woman’s name. So I brought that up.
“Who’s the woman in the photograph?” None of us knew. In that moment it just
hit me. This is an iconic image, but we don’t know the woman’s name in the
photograph, we only talk about the photographer and the government. How do
you bring agency and power to the subject that everyone else is benefiting from?
As it happens, her name was Florence Owens Thompson, she died destitute, and
her children never received royalties from those images.23
Lange’s Migrant Mother (fig.1) was taken at a migrant labor camp in Nipomo, California, in
early March 1936, as part of her work with the Farm Security Administration (FSA) to document
conditions of rural labor. The picture widely circulated as the Madonna of the Great Depression
and since had been “reproduced so often that many call it the most widely reproduced
photograph in the entire history of photographic image-making.”24 While the photograph was
extremely popular, the subject behind the piece became shrouded in mysticism due to Lange
neglecting to record the name. Not until 1974 when photojournalist Bill Ganzel, took on the
challenge of tracking down Florence Owens Thompson, did Lange’s subject finally get named.
The understanding of the photograph also transformed. Ganzel learned that Thompson was
Native American, and not Euro-American as assumed by the general public. It inadvertently
played on the idea of white-passing and the need for representation in order to develop hope. For
Frazier, the photograph is where her own series began. Traditionally social documentary has
always focused on the individual in relation to their environment but through the lens of an
23

Karen Frances Eng, “An unexpected family album,” Ideas.Ted.Com, March 25, 2015,
https://ideas.ted.com/an-unexpected-family-photo-album/.
24

Coco Fusco, and Brian Wallis. Only Skin Deep: Changing Visions of the American Self, (New York: International
Center of Photography in association with Harry N. Abrams, Inc., Publishers, 2003), 346.
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outsider. Frazier, in turn, began to consider the difficult reality that she and her family lived in.
She thought, “Well, wouldn’t it be a great way to honor Florence Owens Thompson by thinking
about what her portraits might have looked like had she photographed herself?”25 Reinventing
the notion that the photographer is the most knowledgeable person in the photograph, Frazier
sought to give power to the people in her photographs.26 Using the aesthetic of black-and-white
gelatin silver print of 1930s FSA photographs, Frazier reenvisioned the sympathetic aesthetic of
the white working class to include the stories of Black working-class professionals.
Racism and unsafe working conditions have always harmed Braddock’s Black
population. During the economic boom of Braddock’s steel mills, the town received an increase
in Black migration from the south during the 1920s and 1930s. Systematic oppression and labor
unions forced many Black men to take on the most physically demanding and unsafe positions. It
was also highly segregated as Black families tended to live in the Bottom, the area of the town
near the mill. White families lived on a hill further away from the pollution.27 After the decline
of the steel mill, many Braddonian “steelworkers and their families, reaped neither material nor
psychic rewards for their hard labor in hot foundries and furnaces.”28 Many Black men were
relegated to low-paying positions or were forced into unemployment.
In Grandma Ruby Wiping Gramps (fig.2), Grandma Ruby is shown taking care of her
stepfather, Frazier’s step-great-grandfather, who once worked in Edgar Thomson Works. Frazier
25

Eng, “An unexpected family album.”

26

Eng, “An unexpected family album.”

27

Sarah Larson, “Braddock, PA,” A Brisk, Remedial Documentary of a Rust Belt Town,” The New Yorker, August
7, 2018,
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/braddock-pa-a-brisk-remedial-documentary-of-a-rust-belt-town#:~
:text=Culture%20Desk-,%E2%80%9CBraddock%2C%20PA%2C%E2%80%9D%20a%20Brisk%2C%20Remedial
%20Documentary,of%20a%20Rust%20Belt%20Town&text=The%20short%20documentary%20series%20%E2%8
0%9CBraddock,both%20emblematic%20and%20quietly%20surprising.
28

Frazier, The Notion of Family, 137.
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states, “African American men like Gramps worked hard labor in high temperatures, tearing
down and rebuilding furnaces, cleaning up spilt metal and slag. Once hard labor consumed his
body, it was discarded and thrown away.”29 Frazier’s text continues the story of Gramps as she
remembers the smell of decaying flesh and hearing his screams before he passed on
Thanksgiving Day. Using text to build on the stories of her family, Frazier allows the reader to
recognize that the stories of each person continue beyond the photograph. In Gramps’ feet
(fig.3), Frazier drops lower to make her step-great-grandfather’s feet into a portrait. The image is
dramatically lit, and the feet are half-hidden from the viewer, shrouded in darkness. What the
viewer can see is that the naked feet are painful and swollen; the toes are squeezed together
tightly, with the big toe raised higher than the rest. Troubled by the impact the steel mill had on
her great-grandfather, Frazier draws connections between Braddock’s demise and the physical
bodies of those who worked in its economy. The photograph documents an example of
environmental job blackmail. The fear of unemployment is a “potent incentive for many
African-American workers to accept and keep jobs they know are health-threatening.”30
Knowing how harmful a job is to one’s health, many people of color still maintain these
positions because unemployment and poverty also play a detrimental role in one’s health.
Systematic racism has reduced the humanity of people of color laborers and rebranded them as
fungible. Redlining also contributed to the Black population being left behind in Braddock.
“Housing segregation and development patterns play a key role in determining where people
live,” and institutional racism can influence the decisions of local land use.31 Braddock,
Pennsylvania was redlined in the 1930s by the Home Owners Loan Corporation based on
29

Frazier, The Notion of Family, 30.

30

Bullard, Confronting Environmental Racism , 23.

31

Bullard, Confronting Environmental Racism, 23.
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occupation, income, and resident’s ethnicity.32 The increase in the Black population made it clear
to white officials that the area was not deemed worthy to invest in. While lower-income does
play a role in the ability to move, African American families face housing discrimination
regardless of income. Frazier explains, “What’s interesting is that through discrimination and
racial and systemic oppression, you see how black people were entrapped in that area – through
redlining, and not being able to get loans from banks to move to the suburbs, how they were left
behind”33 With 90% of its population gone, those left behind not only faced issues with gaining
unemployment but with their health as well.
Growing up in Braddock, Pennsylvania, Frazier and her family have always been
exposed to the pollution from the steel mill. The Notion of Family is centered on Frazier’s
grandmother, her mother, and herself, three women who experienced the different social and
economic periods in Braddock. Frazier explains, “My grandmother grew up in the 1930s when it
was prosperous and had everything going for it; my mother grew up in the 1960s when there was
the white flight, segregation; and I grew up there in the 1980s, once the factories were
dismantled and the town itself was left kind of abandoned, economically.”34 By the 1980s, many
of Braddock’s businesses were closed leaving behind twelve bars, three jitney stations, a few
markets, a pawn shop, and one restaurant, the cafeteria of Braddock’s hospital.
The only constant between each generation is the operation of the steel mill. While many
of them closed down, Edgar Thomson Steel Mill is still in operation. According to John
Fetterman, Braddock’s former mayor of thirteen years, “the mills’ principal contribution to the
32
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town at this point is, well, pollution.”35 In U.S.S Edgar Thomson Plant, Mon Valley Works, on
Braddock Avenue, 2009 (fig.4), Frazier photographs the steam and haze coming out of the steel
mill and describes it as “millions of tiny particles. They pass through my lungs and into my
bloodstream. Like carbon monoxide, they are odorless and have the potential to kill.”36
Environmental racism, a term coined during the mobilization of community members and allies
in Warren County, North Carolina in the 1980s, is a blatant cause of the poor health of
Braddonians.37
Braddock, which in fact is not a completely post-industrialized town, has been
overburdened with the debris, decay, and residue of industrial production. Systematic racism
plays a key role in deciding which communities pay for the costs of industrial expansion. Often
those who are left to suffer are those who are classified as having little social power: “Land use
decisions…reflect the distribution of power in society, they cannot be expected to produce an
equitable distribution of goods and services or a balanced sharing of social responsibilities. This
is true in inner-city ghettos, middle-class suburban neighborhoods, and even affluent
subdivisions inhabited largely by African Americans.” 38
The slow erosion of the environment is inexorably linked to the increase in terminal
illnesses of many Braddonians, including herself. According to Frazier,
Many people in the community have died from different types of cancer. My
grandmother died from diabetes and pancreatic cancer. My mother suffers from an
unknown neurological disorder. I myself have lupus — I’ve been battling it most
of my life. A lot of the portraits in the book show this: they are taken after
35
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surgery, before surgery, during lupus attacks. The steel industry is still there
polluting the town.39
In Self-Portrait Lying on a Pile of Rubble 2007 (fig. 5), Frazier photographs herself laying on
rubble in a junkyard. Surrounded by low buildings, tires, smoggy skies, and a broken-down
fence, Frazier positioned her body to show her blending into the architecture of the decrepit
town. Her body “emphasizes the way in which the degradation of the urban environment can
disproportionately impact African Americans and other minority communities who continue to
live there.”40 In Self Portrait in the Bathroom, 2002 (fig.6), Frazier shows us her back as she is
hunched over a bathroom faucet. Wearing a white tank top, head covering, and pajama bottoms
much of her face is covered by her hunched shoulders. Her gaze in the mirror is confrontational.
On the page beside the image, she lists a number of chemical emissions from the steel
corporation. Environmental damage from contamination by chemical waste is considerably
costly and difficult to alleviate. However, it is a necessary cost given that 40-50% of the
American population depend primarily on groundwater for their drinking water.41 Frazier “likely
grew up drinking carcinogenic tap water and breathing in metals, asbestos, and various
chemicals are known to cause respiratory disorders and autoimmune diseases. She was often
seriously ill as an adolescent but wasn’t diagnosed with lupus until college.”42 The lack of
diagnosis for Frazier is not uncommon because statistically Black women “experience high rates
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of undiagnosed physical and mental illness, even among those who more regularly seek medical
care.”43
Frazier’s mother has been even more impacted by Braddock’s declining environment. In
Epilepsy Test, from her Landscape of the Body series (fig. 7), Frazier presents two photos next to
each other of her mother and a polluted landscape. In the photograph, Frazier focuses on her
mother’s back to show the wires attached to the back of her head that are connected to a
machine. She sits on a medical bed, the wires are tied together and draped across it. In the
connected image, Frazier presents the viewer with a decrepit building that is surrounded by
rubble, debris, and most importantly, wires. The degradation of her body and the crumbling
building is symbolic of the destruction that the local environment has played on her mother’s
health. In the album, Frazier dedicates pages to humanizing her mother’s struggle with her health
as taking an emotional strain on her and her family. Frazier explains:
Mom is a humanitarian who takes jitney trips to and from food banks, to ensure
community members without transportation in isolated food deserts receive food
to eat. Seldom is there relief or aid for Black women living below the poverty line
in our healthcare system. Tired of waiting in emergency rooms and being told by
UMPC doctors that her migraines, chest pains, seizures, and shortness of breath
are psychological, Mom stays inside. She has become a prisoner in her home.44
In areas where environmental racism is visibly prevalent, there are often reduced efforts to
protect public health and many citizens unknowingly may be exposed to substances emanating
from hazardous waste sites. In Mom After Surgery (fig.8), Frazier creates a similar image to her
2002 self-portrait. Her mother is depicted bent over the bathroom faucet with her shoulders
hunched and head lowered. Again, most of her face is out of our view but her eyes are facing
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toward the camera. The image evokes suffering, which can also be seen in her clothing, which
has seemingly been pushed off quickly. Her chest is exposed and the fabric hangs around her
waist. The link between Frazier and her mother’s illness also draws a connection between the
artist and her possible future of illness and pain. For example, in Video Stills from Detox
Braddock UPMC, 2011 (fig.9), Frazier takes stills from a pharmacy’s ionic foot detox. In these
images, chemicals from Frazier and her mother’s feet were drawn out of the bath. The
pharmacist revealed to them the debris, heavy metals, and lymphatic mucus. Frazier recalls that
her mother’s water was much darker than hers.
Images of suffering and deterioration haunt the album as Frazier draws connections
between the architecture of Braddock and the bodies of those living there. These images also
convey a tough reality about the suffering and pain felt by her family. According to Frazier, “As
a youth I could not articulate my poverty, but I could feel the sickness and death surrounding me.
For me, it was a spiritual matter that each time I froze a frame from my reality it was one step
closer to removing what I can only describe as an intangible slow deterioration of my family.”45
Dealing with depression and anxiety, Frazier sought to hold the United States Steel Corporation
responsible for the toxic pollution it created.46 By doing so, she asks for the stories of those
suffering from terminal illness to be heard and acknowledged as a way to build strength for her
community and family.
While the album focuses primarily on the pain felt in her family life, Frazier used
community engagement to present the issue of inaccessible healthcare. Healthcare inaccessibility
is not exclusive to Braddock. In fact, over 35 million Americans, employed or dependents of
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those employed, lack health insurance coverage. There are also regions where there are shortages
of healthcare institutions because of budget cutbacks and high demand for services. The growing
inability to receive adequate medical treatment is not just a condition of poverty and many
middle and upper-income Americans are also experiencing less access to healthcare. Still, these
healthcare disparities differ depending on the race and ethnicity of those living in the vicinity.47
Like environmental racism, lack of accessible healthcare is one of the ways that Braddonians
have suffered from systematic racism and capitalism. Frazier’s Grandma Ruby dealt with
advanced pancreatic cancer. When she experienced intense chest pains, Frazier’s mother called
the hospital. According to Frazier, “She [Grandma Ruby] lived two blocks over from the
hospital. It took them three hours to get her there.”48 These disparities in the healthcare system
pose a significant ethical and moral dilemma for the U.S. healthcare system. While U.S.
healthcare has an abundance of assets, the disparity in treatment can have a fatal impact on those
who are vulnerable, especially those suffering from terminal illnesses and the elderly.
The closing of Braddock Hospital brought about protests from the community. According
to Frazier, “Braddock Hospital served our community from June 27, 1906, to January 31, 2010.
Braddock Hospital merged with the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC) in 1996. In
October 2009, the community found out that UPMC chose to close our hospital due to claims it
was underutilized and losing money.”49 In the photograph, UMPC Global Corporation, 2011
(fig.10), a small group of protestors stands in front of a demolition site. Two of the people are
adults while the rest are small children. Three of the protestors are holding signs that read:
“CORBETT: Where is Emergency Care for Braddock, UPMC Provides FREE Ambulances in
47
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Dublin, and UPMC Where is Emergency Care for Braddock.” Posed for the photograph, the
protestors look toward Frazier as the demolition happens behind them. In Rally to Protest UPMC
East, July 2, 2012 (fig. 11), Frazier photographs another group of protestors. Most of the
protestors have their back toward Frazier, except one protestor who smiles while she takes his
picture. The protester holds a sign that says, “UPMC stands for: Unfair, Profit, Making,
Corporation.” In UPMC Life-Changing Medicine, 2012 (fig. 12), Frazier photographs a school
bus with people inside holding up a sign that says: “UPMC: Life Changing Medicine, Unless
You’re from Braddock!” Next to the sign, a woman is standing with a shirt on that says “WE are
ALIVE! Save Braddock Hospital!” The accompanying image is titled UPMC Professional
Building Doctors’ Offices, 2011 (fig. 13) and shows the demolition of the hospital. Wires and
doors and rubble are thrown everywhere. Frazier explains, “Braddock Hospital was our largest
employer. Today our community does not have adequate health care, emergency care, or
employment opportunities. UPMC demolished our historic six-story hospital and built a new
hospital, UPMC East, in an affluent suburb that a majority of our community residents cannot
reach.”50 Redlining and discrimination are all about limiting access through lines of demarcation.
Deeming affluent white Americans as more deserving of healthcare, federal funding and
inaccessible healthcare tell Braddonians that their health and wellbeing is not important.
Conversation is an integral part of The Notion of Family. The exchanges brought by the
community make “the viewer more sensitive and responsive to the specific characteristics of
nature, other beings, and to otherness in general.”51 By forcing the viewer to look at a reality that
is beyond our fixed limitations, it opens up a discussion of humanity, dignity, and a reaction of
50
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empathy. For Frazier, photography allows her to instill hope in her community. The town is
shown as willing to fight to survive and have better access to healthcare. Inspired by the
collaboration of Gordon Parks and Ralph Ellison in their work Harlem is Nowhere, Frazier
references Ellison’s notes to state: “The point photographically is to disturb the reader through
the same channel that he revives his visual information.”52
Focusing on ways to express her own depression and anxiety about her community,
Frazier’s photographs present the inhumanity of inaccessible healthcare. Completely ignored and
left behind, the people of Braddock remind the viewer of the result of systematic racism in the
United States. Referencing the poverty of Harlem in Parks and Ellison’s 1948 work, Frazier
makes clear that the issues of poverty, inaccessible healthcare, and environmental racism still
plague the Black community today. The destruction of the hospital pictured alongside the
protestors brings the entire community into Frazier’s family, as a community that is suffering
together. The efforts of the community led to Braddonians receiving outpatient service in a
neighboring community and extended hours at the Braddock Family Health Center. While they
did reach a compromise, the decision to remove their hospital signified the idea that the people
of Braddock were considered disposable and therefore disposed of.53
The crisis established Frazier as an activist for her community. Recognizing the injustice
from childhood, Frazier became consumed by questions she had about displacement,
disenfranchisement, and her family’s plight. She explains, “I turned to the camera to try to get a
little bit of distance to really look at it and understand head-on what was actually occurring. Like,
what was the crisis that was affecting my family socially, economically, and politically? And the
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only way I knew how to do that was through the visual arts.”54 In James Baldwin’s essay, “The
Creative Process,” he states: “The artist cannot and must not take anything for granted, but must
drive to the heart of every answer and expose the question the answer hides.”55 Frazier’s work
allowed her to cope because she developed an understanding of the different layers of history
that led to her family’s loss, struggles, and pain. According to Frazier, it was, “a way of me
writing people who were kept out of history into history and making us part of that narrative,
making us part of Andrew Carnegie’s story and the story of the steel industry.” 56 Believing art to
be intrinsically political, her artistic decisions have always been inspired by the vital role artists
play in, “documenting, commemorating, and preserving humanity in our society.”57 Her camera
allowed her to reveal the ways the nation had neglected and lied about the darker sides in our
history and how it has neglected our health. Her work was also an act of love, for her family and
community. Choosing to record a community that has been cast aside, brought freedom and
empowerment to her community and family.
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Chapter 2
Simone Leigh’s Free People Medical Clinic and The Waiting Room:
Stereotypes in Healthcare

Simone Leigh’s Free People Medical Clinic (FPMC) and The Waiting Room seek to
connect the lines between health and art by addressing how the history of medical discrimination
continues to impact Black women today. Born in Chicago in 1967 to Jamaican missionary
parents, Leigh received a BA in fine art with a minor in philosophy from Earlham College, in
Richmond, Indiana in 1990.58 It was her study of philosophy and cultural studies, and her interest
in African and African American art, that drove her to pursue a career in ceramics. Because of
her interest in exploring African art and vernacular objects, Leigh’s practice focuses on themes
of “women’s work, authorship, anonymity, and other ways in which we perceive culture and
value.”59 Leigh’s practice, “is at once highly abstracted and grounded in such timeless
recognizable objects as the pottery jar or cowrie shell[.] Leigh challenges the boundaries between
art and craft, past and present, and her ceramic objects simultaneously evoke archaic and
futuristic forms.”60 Her practice also focuses on engaging with hidden Black history which she
invokes in her installations Free People’s Medical Clinic and The Waiting Room.61
Inspired by holistic care and critical of medical discrimination, the installations focus on
a transhistorical layering that “aims to make space for the bodies and actions of Black women in
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our understanding of public health across time, both as recipients and givers of care.” Healthcare
has been a largely inaccessible necessity in American history that denies the impoverished and
people of color the right to care for themselves, their bodies, and maintain a healthy quality of
life. Inaccessible healthcare has been a concern for many Black Americans because racism and
healthcare professionals have developed negative stereotypes about Black patients that lead to
distrust for medical professionals. FPMC and The Waiting Room focus on the lineage of
care-based labor by Black women who sought to preserve and enhance the health of Black
communities. Leigh’s installation focuses on how Black women have sought to combat racial
stereotypes, while also arguing that sometimes, the need for separation and secrecy is important
in public health.
Racial discrimination and stereotypes can impact the way doctors treat Black bodies.
During slavery, many slaveowners took on the 'burden' of caring for the health of Black bodies.
After the end of slavery, many slaveowners felt that the decline of health in Black communities
happened because they were no longer being 'cared for' by slaveowners. According to the Journal
of the American Medical Association in 1909:
In former times they lived a healthy out-door life, and if for no other reason, in the
commercial interests of their owners they were well fed, clothed and lodged. In the
last half-century, however, they have left their open-air life and gravitated into the
cities, without any one to overlook their physical well-being. Their happy-go-lucky
disposition has led them to ignore all principles of sanitation - even if they had
opportunity of becoming acquainted with them….62
White authority figures asserted the idea the African American community would
eventually die out due to their ignorance, environments, and self-destructive behaviors. However,
this belief also takes from the white responsibility for slavery. The end of slavery left African
Americans without stability, resources, and government assistance to help aid their entry into
62
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American society as freed people. Fears centering around Black families taking jobs away from
white businesses left few jobs to choose from. Many people had to participate in the physically
exhausting labor in positions like sharecropping, factory maintenance, and domestic service,
which paid very little.63 These jobs also rarely offered off days and most people could not afford
to even take one.
The rise of Jim Crow and eugenics also contributed to the assertion that it was better for
Black Americans to die off as a population and many Black Americans were left with limited
options to receive healthcare. Exploitative research studies like the Syphilis Study at Tuskegee
that ran from 1932 to 1972 led to distrust of healthcare practitioners. Six hundred Black men in
Alabama were told they were being treated for ‘bad blood,’ “a local term used to describe several
ailments, including syphilis, anemia, and fatigue.”64 By 1943, penicillin, the primary treatment
for syphilis, became widely available. However, the participants in the study were not offered
treatment and were left to suffer alone.65 Another reason for distrust was medical defamation by
doctors. The stereotype of the ‘non-compliant Negro patient,’ who refuses to help themselves
regardless of the doctor’s wishes developed during the first half of the twentieth century; there
was also a perception that Black patients are less motivated and less educated. It becomes a
self-fulfilling prophecy because they’re treated differently by health professionals.”66 These
patients tend to enter emergency rooms due to self-inflicted issues including substance abuse,
ignoring illnesses, or after committing violent acts.67
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White doctors' experiences with “non-compliant” patients reinforces the stereotypes of
lack of intelligence or self-discipline to “explain” why many Black patients do not follow the
doctors’ orders. 68 On the opposite end of the spectrum, there was the ‘docile’ Negro whose lack
of intelligence allowed them to be compliant with the doctor's orders and could bear pain with
few complaints.69 Both of these stereotypes show that “American medicine’s traditional
strategies for minimizing white responsibility for Black health problems have always included a
more general denigration of the intelligence and emotional stability of Black who seek medical
care.”70 It also led to an increasingly disconnected relationship between white doctors and Black
patients. Many Black people’s fear of being patronized caused delayed visits to the doctor, which
sometimes became a fatal consequence.71 Quickly, the Black community began to recognize that
because of their race, their health and well-being did not matter.
Another harmful stereotype is the belief that Black bodies are biologically inferior to
white bodies. Many healthcare professionals developed the belief that because slaves were able
to labor in intense positions all day, the average Black person can feel far less pain than the
average white person.72 This belief has led doctors to grant fewer painkillers to Black patients at
the rate they would a white patient, under the belief that ethnicity influences pain management.73
White healthcare professionals have even presented the idea that Black bodies are more likely to
have certain healthcare conditions. For example, “Racial misinformation about blacks and heart
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disease causes some physicians to regard high blood pressure as “normal” in African American
patients. Disputed assumptions about racial physiology and drugs caused some doctors to believe
that certain blood pressure medications do not benefit black patients - a claim that black
cardiologists have contested.”74 Unfortunately, medical folklore about Black health has in some
ways been adopted by Black communities in order to avoid receiving healthcare. For example,
“Jet magazine reported in 1984 that having a “touch of diabetes” had helped blacks survive the
ordeals of slavery, yet another variation on the eugenic interpretation of black enslavement.”75
These stereotypes can lead to misdiagnosis and hinder relationships between doctors and
patients. The ‘private beliefs’ about racial differences can extend beyond their own practices,
through oral tradition these beliefs can pass down to other generations.76 Because doctors are
believed to be specialists in their professions, it is easy to neglect the fact that they can be
operating on stereotypes that are prevalent in their society.
In FPMC, Leigh emphasizes the history of hidden labor of Black healthcare professionals
serving their communities. As a commission for “Funk, God, Jazz, and Medicine: Black Radical
Brooklyn,” a collaboration between Creative Time and the Weeksville Heritage Center, Leigh
created Free Peoples Medical Clinic, a month-long healthcare experience named after the Black
Panther Party clinics from 1969 to 1975. Leigh explains, “Issues that often come up are labor,
authorship, and women as containers of community knowledge and as a source for material
culture. So when I was asked to make my work live, I thought a focus on Black nurses would
address many of my interests and concerns.”77 Using art as a social practice, FPMC engages the
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intersections of women’s care based labor, healthcare, and race, by “asking viewers to consider
the often-overlooked players—most especially the unknown Black women nurses, osteopaths,
gynecologists, and midwives—who have overserved an underserved population for centuries.”78
Symbolism and history play a large role in Leigh’s process. Interlaced with historical references,
even the location of the FPMC is significant. Located at 375 Stuyvesant Avenue in Brooklyn,
New York, the mansion, built in 1914, once belonged to Dr. Josephine English. English was, “the
first African-American woman to have an OB/GYN practice in the state of New York, delivering
all six daughters of Malcolm X and Betty Shabazz.”79 Dr. Josephine English was also “a
prominent member of the community as an activist, doctor, arts patron, and real estate agent.”80
English’s connection to the lineage of Black woman caregivers and western medicine, makes her
a key figure in Leigh’s work. English’s life is a testament to the historical and ongoing decision
of Black female caregivers to provide accessible healthcare to their community.
Being the first Black gynecologist in New York, English also provided safer options for
Black women who were often exploited by their white OBGYNs. Slavery and racial capitalism
have constantly impacted Black women’s reproductive health. For example, J. Marion Sim,
known as the “Father of Gynecology,” received the title after perfecting a technique to repair
fistulas (holes between the vagina and bladder) “by repeatedly conducting painful experimental
surgeries on enslaved women without using anesthesia.”81 While early gynecology has a history
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of being harmful to both white and Black bodies, experimentation for many gynecology practices
has a horrific history in Black women’s pain. Eugenic thought dominated western medicine and
asserted the, “idea of differentiating between worthy and unworthy reproductive bodies.”82 Black
pregnant women were not afforded the same luxuries that many white pregnant women have
been afforded including resting. Low birth rates among upper-class white women became a
concern to doctors who feared a ‘race suicide.’ This fear led doctors to force sterilization on
Black women in order to preserve the white race.
Issues with gynecologists still impact Black women's reproductive health today. Black
women continue to struggle with higher infertility rates than their white counterparts. However,
Black women are also less likely to be given the opportunity to pursue Assisted Reproductive
Technology (ART). The biotechnology industry “has the power and potential to exploit and
subjugate people based on race, class, disability, age, sexuality, and gender.”83 Many Black
women have been denied or haven’t been given information on ART as many doctors assume
that they cannot afford it, or don’t offer accessible ways for Black women to rely on ART like
white women.84 Alternatively, Black women who are able to get pregnant are three to four times
more likely to die during pregnancy or while giving birth than white women.85 The leading
causes of death for Black women include hemorrhage, pregnancy-induced hypertension, and
embolism.86 While these are common pregnancy complications that can impact all women, Black
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women are more likely to die from them. The difference is the quality of pre-natal delivery and
postpartum care. One common reason for the lack of attention to prenatal care on the part of
Black women themselves, especially those living on a low income, is the feeling that they are
being mistreated by providers.
Typically, these Black women feel limited by their options. For example, Black women
living in poor, rural areas often have to opt for whomever is available. If they feel mistreated by
their provider, there is nothing more that could be done.87 Postpartum care also tends to be lower
quality for Black women as well. Often after the baby is born, new mothers are given less
attention and care. Their concerns become secondary to the baby’s health and needs. This shift in
attention is especially felt by Black women who often feel that clinicians rarely share a concern
for their symptoms, delay help, and viewed their cries for help as an exaggeration.88 This lack of
attention and care by doctors makes it more likely that Black women will die from preventable
treatments. In FPMC, Leigh incorporated classes that were sometimes separated by race,
ethnicity, or national origin. For example, a yoga session was limited to people from South
Asian cultures. Because of Southern Asian history with the practice and its appropriation by the
western world, Leigh created a space where South Asians could reclaim and revisit tradition in
private, without judgment. This need for privacy and separation is continuously seen in the
symbolism of the installation.
Another inspiration behind the FPMC was the hidden legacy of the United Order of
Tents. The United Order of Tents is an “African American, female secret society that traces its
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origins back to Norfolk, Virginia in 1867.”89 It was a Christian group established by two Black
nurses, Annetta M. Lane and Harriet R. Taylor, who nursed and cared for the slavemaster’s
children.90 Because they were nurses, Lane and Taylor were free to roam the plantation. In many
plantations, enslaved women were given the added responsibility of caretaking. They had the
responsibility of feeding, washing laundry, and caring for ill slaves which they usually did with
their own traditional holistic methods.91 Because of these roles, enslaved women often developed
kinship within the community, making it much less likely that they would run away from the
plantation. But their loyalty to the community made them agents of resistance.
For these reasons, Lane and Taylor soon found themselves helping slaves to escape
through the Underground Railroad. Lane and Taylor quickly recognized the need for Black
women to receive help from each other. A devout Christian, Lane received a vision that sparked
her desire to found an “organization to create a benevolent community amongst newly freed,
black women.”92 By the 1830s, more than 30,000 free Black women associated themself with the
Tents.93 The initial push for the tents was to focus on healing and burying their dead loved ones.
The Civil War motivated many Black women to join the club in order to receive support while
enslaved men fought in the war. After receiving their freedom, many Black women eagerly
joined the Tents. Lane and Taylor understood that while they achieved autonomy, they were
ill-equipped to survive.94 Racism in the south led many to believe freed Black men were violent
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and threatening to white laborers. Because of these fears, many Black men were not able to gain
employment outside of sharecropping which paid very little.95 The need for income often drove
Black women and children to join their fathers and husbands in the fields. But increased poverty
and high debts pushed many Black women to re-enter the caregiver role for white families.96
Domestic servants had to travel to work before dawn and did not leave until late at night.
Because of the intensity of the work schedule and the lack of empathy by the white
families they served, many Black women were unable to properly care for their children. This
‘negligence’ led to increased rates of childhood mortality in the Black community. 97 The
resurgence of the mammy figure in media corresponded with the increased presence of Black
women in white households. In an effort to “redeem the relationship between Black women and
white men within slave society,” white Southerners created the fictional character of the
mammy.98 The mammy was made to create a more nostalgic view of slavery. She was old,
overweight, dark-skinned, jolly, and subservient to her master. She cared for white children
better than she cared for her own.99 The mammy also allowed white Southerners to hide the
continued sexual abuse of Black women in domestic service. Only wealthy white people, during
the Antebellum period, could afford to hire a domestic servant. Often these women were
younger, fair, and skinny, the complete opposite of the caricature.100 The rise of the mammy
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solidified the idea that Black women do not have to be protected in the workplace.101 They
worked to fulfill the needs and expectations of the mistress, in constant fear of the sexual
exploitation of white men. The mammy figure also implied for many white Northerners and
Southerners to only view Black women as fit for domestic service. In movies like Birth of a
Nation and Gone with the Wind, (fig. 14) mammies were seen as extremely loyal surrogate
mothers to their white families.102 The harmful implication of the mammy figure completely
disregarded the experience of many Black domestic workers. In the face of this stereotype and
the detrimental working conditions, groups like the Tents offered solace to many Black women.
The ‘self-help’ group established Black women as community builders while giving them
the opportunity to find care amongst themselves. The early establishment of the Tents also
showed the strong will of Black women to contribute to the preservation of their race. It called
Black women to work towards bettering themselves, in order to care for their families. The Civil
Rights Movement of the 1960s and the Feminist Movement of the 1970s brought to the forefront
a discussion on the intersection of race and gender issues, and many scholars came to recognize
how Black women have been dismissed and discredited even while being an integral part of the
Black community.103 Leigh talks about the Tents and other such groups: “Much of black culture
is developed, honed, and supported within these groups. It seems that having real humanity in the
public sphere is often impossible, and so often black culture is cultivated in private.”104These
private spheres allowed Black women who are often caregivers in their homes to receive care
and help from other Black women.
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The 2014 FPMC installation is Leigh’s response and homage to the history of Black
women who have built spaces for their own solace and security. Entering the FPMC, visitors
were introduced to groups of female attendants (fig. 15). The attendants wore 19th century
inspired dresses, “black apron-like full skirts and tunics with black-and-white-striped,
puffy-sleeved blouses.”105 Positioned at the bottom of the entry’s staircase, the attendants, who
attended an etiquette class to prepare for the role, greeted visitors and provided information with
a “Southern gentility”106 (fig. 16). This occult entranceway gave attention to early 20th-century
details while also creating tension with the current times. For example, “in front of large stained
glass windows, a DJ booth run by artist Charles Fembro emitted a loud throbbing sound that
inundated the vestibule as red and blue lightning cast down on the site attendants and incoming
visitors.”107 In a side room off the main entrance, was a small framed photograph of Dr. English,
sitting alone in a chair on the stage of the Paul Robeson Theatre, in a former church she bought
and converted in 1980.108 Outside of the room was a large chalkboard that listed the practices
offered that day (fig. 17). The practices listed on the chalkboard offered connections to
communities: Affordable Health Care Act Navigation and HIV Screenings (12:00 - 6:00 pm);
Afrocentering (Pilates) with Aimee Cox (12:30 - 1:45 pm); Walk-in Nurses Hour with Shaquana
Barham (1:00 - 3:30 pm); Well Women Care with Ancient Song Doula Services (2:00 - 6:00
pm); Black Folk Dance (2:30 - 4:00 pm); Massage Therapy (4:00 - 8:00 pm); Walk-in
Community Acupuncture (4:30 - 8:00 pm).
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As mentioned before, some of these classes allowed for a private experience designed for
select groups of people (fig. 18). In the waiting room, reading materials like flyers about the
Black Radical Brooklyn events and copies of Waiting Room Magazine were available to be
perused by the visitors (fig. 19). The magazine, edited and compiled by Leigh, was a collection
of fiction, short essays, poetry, and images. One of the essays in the Waiting Room Magazine was
a work by Naomi Jackson which told the tragic story of Esmin Elizabeth Green, who died after
waiting 24 hours in the psychiatric emergency room of Kings County Hospital without being
treated.109 This tragic event inspired Leigh’s decision to make the waiting room the most
dynamic room in the mansion. Leigh explains, “One of the reasons I have acupuncture or dance
or yoga going on in the waiting room is because I wanted to have on display what was going on
inside the rooms so the clinic is revealing itself in the performances.”110 Exposing these activities
by assigning them to the same space also put them in concert with one another, dulling the
seemingly intuitive lines between terms like “health” and “art.”111 Originally, Leigh wanted to
incorporate healthcare workers into the installation. However, because of insurance fees and lack
of interest, Leigh had to shift from her original intention.
The Waiting Room, a 2016 installation, continued Leigh’s concerns about race and
healthcare, and the role of art in bringing attention to them. Similar to FPMC, the installation
featured a private “underground'' series of classes for community partners. Additionally, a series
of talks, performances, and events conceptualized as medicinal dialogues of aging, disobedience,
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abortion, healing, and toxicity with being offered over the course of the exhibition.”112 Leigh
combined a wide range of care environments and opportunities, “from herbalist apothecaries to
muthi [medicine] markets to Durban, South Africa, to meditation rooms, to movement studios” and involve a variety of workshops and healing treatments that she refers to as “care sessions.”
The Waiting Room blurs the distinction between bodily and spiritual health. Leigh’s
approach to including people of color professionals in holistic fields also takes away the stigma
of holistic care as a luxury. Instead, she addresses the fact that holistic self-care and preventable
treatments have always been accessible to many but are largely dismissed because of western
medicine. The focal point of the installation was a large cabinet lined with glass jars filled with
herbs and dried flowers (fig. 20). While the installation was not a visual event, it suggests that
the work being done was more important than its appearance. The exhibition was open to anyone
visiting the New Museum and the “care sessions” were granted to anyone who signed up.
However, the general museum visitors were not Leigh’s primary audience for this exhibition.
Many of these events occurred when the museum was not open to the public. She received help
from the New Museum Teen Apprentice Program to provide assistance with the exhibition
programs (fig. 21). These helpers would stand behind a desk that had bottles of herbs on it in a
room titled “The Apothecary.” Behind them would be a large chalkboard with details of the ‘care
sessions’ occurring that day. Underneath the chalkboard were mysterious white bags of herbs
that have healing and protection qualities. She also invited the young apprentices, security,
custodial, and customer service staff to participate in these workshops.113 The aim of their
participation was to bring attention to the internal attention to class and race division between
112
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custodial and curatorial employees.114 By doing this, Leigh calls into question the “allyship of
upper-class white liberals - meaning an acknowledgment of their privilege when actively
operating in solidarity with marginalized groups of people,” of institutions like the New
Museum.115
While most of the programming was held for museum staff, Leigh’s primary audience
was Black women. Some of the workshops were “geared toward creating an arsenal of skills to
sharpen the critical thinking, self-awareness, and strategic planning of young black women in
New York.” 116 For example, the Home Economics program was designed specifically for fifteen
Black schoolgirls, and “investigated ways to address the holistic needs of black women in
relation to wellness and the medical establishment.”117 A week into her New Museum Residency,
Leigh, inspired by the tactics of the Tents, sought to assemble a space for Black women artists to
heal following the deaths of Philando Castile and Alton Sterling. Leigh wanted to embrace and
create a healing space for Black women artists. Leigh invited one hundred Black women artists
to meet in secrecy on a weekly basis. In September 2016, they claimed the entire museum for
performances, screenings, rituals, and music.118
Leigh’s decision to focus on Black women’s issues with healthcare is again inspired by
the story of Esmin Elizabeth Green. After reading the tragic story in the newspaper and
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discovering that Green died from blood clots in her legs following a period of inactivity, Leigh
was shaken by the idea that waiting may have killed Green.119 This installation not only demands
that the concerns of women of color become more centralized but also pushes Black women to
recognize that obedience to a corrupt system can be fatal. Like the FPMC, The Waiting Room
shows Leigh’s interest in, “the historical denial of black women’s bodies - their experiences, their
suffering, their pleasure, their knowledge,” which galvanized her to create the installation. While
this idea can be seen as an exaggeration, there are certain ‘positive’ stereotypes pushed on Black
women that can become a liability. For example, Black women operating under the
‘Superwoman Schema’ may feel like they should push through the pain and suppress their
emotions. This suppression can lead to compliance in moments when they need to receive help.
She calls Black women to consider, “the possibilities of disobedience, desire, and
self-determination as they manifest in resistance to an imposed state of deferral and
debasement.”120 In both FPMC and The Waiting Room, Leigh makes the waiting room the central
space for her mission. Traditionally, it expects people to be passive in public health spaces, but
Leigh transformed the experience to become one of resiliency and self-reliance.
In conclusion, both the FPMC and The Waiting Room address the need for change in
public health spaces. Holistic methods of self-care are an important factor in developing
preventative treatments and ways to prioritize health on a daily basis, but it does not fully replace
western medicine. African American health care professionals had “to create separate, and not
always equal, medical institutions and organizations,” to help the Black community become
stronger and more economically productive.121 Instead, the installations demand that western
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medicine not allow race and gender to determine the level of treatment given to patients. In both
installations, Leigh sets up barriers around the workshops to keep those not participating from
seeing the event. She allowed for little holes to give people a ‘peek’ into the event but did not
grant spectators to watch the practice. As mentioned before, for many centuries Black women
have been denied entry into the hegemonic structure of the United States. Leigh’s installations
call us to recognize that this dismissal is not victimless. Denying access to healthcare can have
fatal consequences and continuously strains the relationships between Black Americans and
western medicine. The installations serve to underline the depressing truth that in order for Black
women to resist being controlled, they often had to work underground. With these installations,
Leigh does not just seek to bring attention to their labor, but also, to contribute to the wellbeing
of Black women presently. FPMC and The Waiting Room show Leigh’s desire to advocate for
Black women to heal by giving herself the role of caregiver, much like the Tents and Dr. English.
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Chapter 3
Renée Stout’s I Can Heal and The Rootworker’s Table:
Offering Alternatives to Healthcare by Reconnecting with the Past

In James Baldwin’s “The Creative Process,” he states, “We know, in the case of the
person, that whoever cannot tell himself the truth about his past is trapped in it, is immobilized in
the prison of his undiscovered self.”122 Baldwin’s essay on the process of the artist can be linked
to the devotion of Renée Stout to her self-discovery. Stout, born in the Rust Belt city of
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania has always had a fascination with her lineage to the African continent.
At age ten, the artist visited Pittsburgh’s Carnegie Museum and became fascinated by the Central
African minkisi figural containers that she encountered.123 This interaction was the beginning of
a creative pursuit to create works that encourage self-examination, self-empowerment, and
self-healing in the Black community.124
Stout’s work does not explicitly deal with the existing issues of public health, as Latoya
Ruby Frazier’s Notion of Family and Simone Leigh’s Free People Medical Clinic (FPMC) and
The Waiting Room does; rather, she focuses on an alternative approach to healing. Her objects
and paintings are derived from decades-long research into the spiritual traditions and art history
of Black communities in the American southeast and the Caribbean, and amongst African
peoples. By focusing on these traditions, she is able to conjure up different pieces that are
layered with herbs, artifacts, and minerals that can be spiritually charged to offer protection. For
example, in the piece Device for Stopping the Evil Eye (fig. 22), Stout created a small
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machine-like object to provide a connection to the spiritual realm and protect people from
harm.125 Stout also uses ritual and alter-egos to channel her own healing into her work. These
alter-egos allow her to present the necessity of reclaiming traditional African healing powers to
heal and empower the African American community.
Stout’s creative practice is heavily inspired by the cultural bilingualism of African
American artists. The development of the double vision of Black American artists began during
the New Negro Movement in the first several decades of the 20th century. This movement sought
to humanize the image of Black Americans in the American consciousness. 126 The idea of double
vision started when Black artists began to look at both cultures and sought to create a visual
vocabulary that would reconcile the African history and culture felt by Black Americans. 127 After
graduating from Carnegie Mellon University in 1980, Stout continued to hone her skills as a
photorealist painter while working in an afterschool program and as a sign painter. She continued
to focus on realist painting as her main medium until three events changed the artist’s practice.
In an interview with Lisa Gail Collins for Transition, Stout credits the work of Joseph
Cornell and Betye Saar as having changed her approach to artmaking. Upon discovering a
catalogue of Joseph Cornell’s boxed assemblages created from found objects, she started to
broaden her sense of medium and material. Secondly, she found herself inspired by the ritual,
mysticism, and African iconography in the work of Betye Saar. In many ways, Saar’s work
reflects the sensibilities that Stout seeks to discover in her own work. Embracing her African
heritage, Saar embraced African art’s “use of organic matter - feathers, skins, dirt, hair - and its
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empowering function.”128 Saar’s work awakened new possibilities for the subject matter of
Stout’s work. Finally, after moving to Boston for one winter, Stout experienced a period of deep
loneliness that prompted her interest in examining herself and her inner life.129 According to
Stout,
Although I didn’t realize it as it was happening, my work became less about
painting the outside world and increasingly introspective. With Joseph Cornell’s
and Betye Saar’s work in the back of my mind, I now found myself creating small
boxes and objects with contained spaces which were most likely more about my
internal world.130
Stout’s current work is described as assemblage and incorporates photography,
installation, painting, and mixed media sculpture. No longer confining herself to one
medium, Stout allows herself to work intuitively:
When an idea hits me, I immediately decide which materials will best allow me to
make that idea tangible. As a result, my bodies of work have included paintings,
drawings, prints, sculpture, and photography. I see each one of my pieces as a
fragment or installment in an ongoing narrative that’s my contribution.131
Her childhood experiences, artist inspirations, and life in Boston lead Stout to extensively
research the philosophies, practices, and world views underlying the sculptural objects of
Central African rituals.
Starting in 1985, Stout began creating complex and spiritually charged artworks
that serve as a connection between Kongo rituals and herself. In Fetish #2 (fig. 23), Stout
layered plaster and gauze onto parts of her body, the way a doctor would set a broken
bone, and left the cast to dry before removing it. Attached to the netting that covers the
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figure’s chest, shoulders, and back are minkisi. In the abdominal area, Stout reserves a
space with a small case of flowers, a stamp from Niger, and a photograph of an infant.
Minkisi, (or nkisi, if singular) are packages that are usually in small bags or glass
containers and are embedded with the power of sacred medicines.
Minkisi are usually attached to a wooden figure called nkondi.132 The nkondi
figure serves as a magical charm that is often carved into the likeness of humans. The
figure can have three functions as an oath-taker, hunter, or guardian. These wooden
figures are guarded under the authority of a spiritualist who can activate the figure
through ritual activities including chants, prayers, and substances which help to ‘cure’
physical or spiritual ailments.133 Each nkisi is a constellation of activating medicines that
focus primarily on healing and spirituality. By casting her own body, Stout makes herself
into a nkondi as a way to empower herself as a “vessel through which medicinal and
spiritual powers are contained, controlled, and enacted.”134 The symbolism of the stamp
from Niger can also represent her body as a commodity of the Transatlantic Slave Trade.
The baby can represent the idea of creation, as the “belly, or mooyo, is synonymous with
life, and is essentially where the soul resides.”135 The sculpture serves as a layered
self-portrait combining the power of Kongo minkisi, Central African belief systems, and
Stout’s own U.S.-based body.
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The energy of the statue comes from the rich symbolisms associated with “power
and vulnerability, intimacy and interiority, mystery and magic, healing and growth,” and
“ritual and wonder.”136 By making herself the subject, author, and nkisi, she is controlling
the ritual while participating in it. It also serves to re-claim Kongo as a major world faith
and not an obscure cult.137 The title, Fetish #2, also reflects the practice of
Antebellum-era Black women rootworkers. Many of these rootworkers would make and
sell fetishes, spirit dolls, that represented African deities. Those who bought them often
desired the protection and powers of these deities.138 The ritual allowed Stout to make
herself into her own fetish doll in order to call upon herself for strength, protection, and
healing. According to Stout, “I was using my own figure to empower myself, to give
myself the strength to deal with the things you have to deal with everyday.”139 In fact, the
statue also recalls the resistance of enslaved people who used their faith, healing, and
vision to honor their past and bring healing to plantations.
Another way that Stout honors ancient healing practices is through the use of alter
egos. Stout’s practice has always used alter egos to help her to cope with her struggles.
For example, in order to cope with her parents’ difficult relationship, she created Dorothy
and Frank, whose function was to work out issues in relationships. She also incorporated
her own relationship issues in order to figure out ways to communicate and resolve
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problems with her own partners.140 The two main characters that Stout evokes for healing
are Madame Ching and Fatima Mayfield. These characters have contributed to her work
and to aesthetic changes in her practice as well. The use of alter egos contributes to the
ritual in her practices and allows her to channel deep introspection. In her 30s, Stout
invented Madame Ching based on a woman she encountered on Perry Street in
Pittsburgh’s Hill District. Stout recalls being intrigued by the woman because people
would stare at Madame Ching as she passed by, seemingly scared of the old woman. It
was rumored that she was a root worker because of the hand-painted lettering of the
words “Madame Ching” that hung in the living room window of her house. Based on the
little information she knew about her, Stout created an entire persona that she based much
of her work and installations on.141 While Madame Ching was meant to be the woman
that Stout wanted to be, the artist soon realized that Madame Ching’s purpose was fading
and she no longer needed her.142
Letting go of Madame Ching, led to the birth of Fatima Mayfield who developed
in Stout’s forties. The artist explains that the main difference between, “Madame Ching
and Fatima is that the Madame Ching persona, in hindsight, was too influenced by the
expectations that society places on women because at that point in time I was still too
influenced by those expectations and they colored the way I viewed the world and
myself. However, Fatima is the woman I’ve given myself permission to be, because I
now care less about what others expect me to be or what they think of me.”143 In many
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ways, Fatima has allowed Stout to reestablish a connection with herself. Fatima Mayfield
allowed Stout to work out the many questions that she had about the human condition in
a way that she felt was both cathartic and empowering. Like Madame Ching, Fatima
Mayfield is based on a woman, named Ms. Mayfield, who owns a spiritual supply store
in DC. Her store, according to Stout, was filled with herbs, roots, oils, and dream books
that actively stimulated her senses as “everything you can think of she has in this
shop.”144 She explains, “The alter ego Fatima Mayfield, a fictitious herbalist/fortuneteller,
is the vehicle that allows me to role play in order to confront the issues, whether it’s
romantic relationships, social ills, or financial woes, in a way that’s open, creative, and
humorous.”145 Through both alter egos, Stout uses these alter egos to pick up the legacy
of Southern hoodoo spiritualists and their descendants. Through the use of ritual, these
alter egos impact her creative process by using objects like candles, herbs, and incense to
“promote healing and evoke the protective energies of ancestral spirits.”146
Using Fatima Mayfield as her inspiration, Stout was able to incorporate ritual and
healing into her practice. At first, Fatima Mayfield’s role was a prompt to help Stout to
imagine sculptures inspired by urban rootworkers. According to the artist, “You never
saw her physical body, but you would always see her implements, her objects, her little
machines.”147 Many of the pieces were inspired by the “folk altars” of Betye Saar. Similar
to Saar’s practice of recycling found objects, Stout would go to antique shops and flea
markets to find materials for her artworks. Stout created installations in her studio based
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on the real Ms. Mayfield’s spiritual store. In the store, Stout collected items from root
stores including packaged oils and soaps that can do everything from cleansing your
home of evil spirits or attracting love. Stout also collected old objects like furniture,
Central African minkisi figures, and power objects in order to create an “environment
that evokes a presence from the past but that is also very much in the present.”148
Giving Fatima Mayfield her own space allows Stout to channel her spirit into
creating pieces like Rootworker Table (fig. 24). In The Rootworker’s Table, Stout presents
a sculpture of a small table that sits on an old rug. The table is covered in tiny glass
bottles and vials that vary in size. Stout pays close attention to detail by making some of
the bottles frosted to look discolored with age. These bottles are a symbol of Fatima’s
profession as hoodoo practitioners were known for providing medicines and potions in
little bottles, vials, and sacks.149 The bottles glow because of an electric light installed on
the table which is adorned with knobs, switches, and a small TV screen. Above the table
is a blackboard that is covered with text. Written on the top left corner the text reads
“Important Roots: John the Conqueror (All Purpose), Lucky Hand (AKA Helping Hand),
Little John Chew, Orris Root (AKA - Love Root).” Underneath, Stout lists roots that need
to be gathered next to an anatomical heart drawn under the properties of High John the
Conqueror Root. Underneath that list is a playful list of, “Things I’ll need for the
seduction of Sterling Rochambeau.” The magical table is heavily inspired by the spiritual
practice of hoodoo.150 According to Zora Neale Hurston, hoodoo practices differ from
148
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conjure and voodoo because they focus on folk medicine or 'roots,' and most,
"prescriptions have to do with birth and social diseases.”151The piece functions as
Fatima’s workstation and brings the infamous practice of hoodoo into the present. The
idea of the workstation as both functional and art pays homage to Central African
religions that saw no separation between art, religious, and utilitarian objects.
Although the intention behind Stout’s work is to heal and empower the Black
community, it does not always receive a positive reception. For example, in the July 1993
New York Times review, “Art That’s Valued for What It Can Do,” Holland Cotter
critiques Stout’s exhibition “Astonishment and Power: Kongo Minkisi and the Art of
Renée Stout.” The show featured a pairing of 19th-century African minkisi with Stout’s
work to raise questions about the relationship between African art and African American
art. While being compelled to study and examine the minkisi, Cotter critiques Stout’s
Fetish #2 as losing the ‘expressive charge’ that runs through the Kongo objects.
According to Cotter,
She [Renée Stout] has looked closely at her sources, and many of the
outstanding formal features of the Kongo nkisi - charms, feathers, pouches
and nails – are in place. But in Ms. Stout’s work the charms and feathers
seem to be deployed as decorative accents, the pouches are sewn from too
pretty fabrics, and the nails appear in discrete ornamental clusters. In fact,
every aspect of the Kongo model is miniaturized and made doll-like,
rendered with such textureless elegance and polish that the eye or the
imagination has little left to do but admire the artist’s fastidious
performance.152
Upon reading the review, Stout felt insulted by Cotter’s critique, stating in response that
the work was meant to communicate with African Americans. For Stout, the importance
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of her work was for African Americans to take a look at ancestral traditions as a way to
self-reflect and re-examine their lineage. However, one of the African American docents
at the National Museum of African Art also critiqued Stout’s process as “bordering on
“madness” since Stout appeared to deal with non-Christian or occult iconography.”153 For
Stout, the Kongo objects are ignored aspects of African-American culture and history
which led her to recognize the mixed reception of her art is the fact that “some of us are
afraid of ourselves.”154
In fact, there are many complicated feelings about the occult in many
communities of the African diaspora. Because of racism, folklore, and the strong
presence of Christianity, some aspects of African spirituality have been viewed as scary
and evil because of the connection to the ‘mysterious’ and ‘dark’ African continent.
Knowing that her work makes some people uncomfortable, the negative perception
associated with the ancestral heritage is grounds for concern with Stout who explains,
During the Civil Rights Movement we made many reclamations; we accepted
our skin, the texture of our hair, and many other things that made us the product
of our ancestors, but for whatever reason, we have never brought ourselves to
reclaim their myriad spiritual philosophies in an effort to ground ourselves in a
way that we haven’t been since the first Africans were taken as slaves and
brought here.155
Using Fatima Mayfield, Stout has given herself permission to make artwork that may be
difficult for many to accept. The work she makes serves as a way to spiritually ground
herself in a way that has historically helped the Black community to deal with any
adversity they face in the world. The acceptance of hoodoo practice is also an acceptance
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of the alternative healing practices and traditions that were birthed by rootworkers and
are still used today.
As a way to empower and heal enslaved people, Hoodoo practitioners continued
the tradition of African spirituality in order to ensure the survival of enslaved African
peoples. Held in high esteem, hoodoo practitioners were seen as a pillar of strength and
hope because they allowed enslaved people to feel a measure of control over their daily
lives. Hoodoo practitioners would create charms and amulets that were expected to
protect slaves from the harshness of their masters.156 Eventually, European Americans
started to be intrigued by the occult practices, witchcraft, astrology, and supernatural
healing of hoodoo practitioners that had a strong impact on enslaved persons. However,
the strength of religious practices led many European Americans to develop “fears of
malevolent spiritual harming,” from slaves which remained “prevalent among whites in
the antebellum era.”157 The practice was further demonized in southern Anglo-American
churches by religious leaders who often openly chastised those who believed in hoodoo.
There are many facets of hoodoo, but the most common were rootworkers and conjurers.
Conjurers were known for their ability to heal and to cause harm, while rootworkers only
focus on healing practices.158 Conjurers created spells, amulets, and dolls that could harm
others, especially cruel slavemasters. The superstition of conjurers led to the demonizing
of the practice by white religious leaders as ‘evil’ and ‘ungodly.’
For Black Americans, religious faith functioned in the same way as hoodoo
practitioners, as a way to provide hope when being confronted with uncertainty in their
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lives. Like the United Order of the Tents, Christianity offered solace and a means to
self-development. Combined with the spirituality of hoodoo, both were seen as viable
systems to access the supernatural world. Often the Black community would rely on both
religion and spirituality to meet the needs that the other did not offer.159 There were many
devout Christian spiritualists who would often adopt symbols from Christian traditions to
use in their own practices and rituals. While both practices had a place in Black American
history, hoodoo practitioners began to lose their popularity in the Black community. The
tensions of the past “shaped by the black folk traditions and the slave experience - and the
evolving present - informed by distinctions of class, culture, social ranking, and
economic status,” had a profound impact on the way Black Americans perceived
hoodoo.160 The struggle to balance spirituality with practicality led many to view
spirituality as a hindrance to the human experience.
Hoodoo practitioners may not hold the same spiritual significance, but they have
continued to play a large healing role in the Black community. The short film I Can Heal
(fig. 25), made for Stout’s exhibition “Tales of a Conjure Woman,” follows Stout and
Fatima Mayfield. The film opens with a neon sign of an all-seeing eye with the words “I
CAN HEAL/READINGS $2,” surrounding it. Two voices overlap narrating the different
terminologies and definitions associated with conjure. Stout then continues to show
different conjure rituals that incorporate natural elements like bones, dirt, and sticks. The
scenes shift from Washington, D.C.’s urban environment to the visually stimulating
objects and artifacts found in Fatima Mayfield’s “home.” The narration incorporates the
Bible’s “Parable of the Sower” and the lover’s recipe from Zora Neale Hurston’s book
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Mules and Men. The film’s focus is on exploring the place of spirituality and traditional
African rituals in modern America. 161 Like the neon sign at the beginning of the film, the
place of hoodoo practitioners focused on the healing power of roots through the use of
medicinal herbs.162 Root doctors, like Fatima Mayfield, were active participants in the
healing of the community because the dissolution of slavery left many freedpeople
vulnerable.
Forced to fend for themselves, Black Americans struggled with maintaining a
healthy lifestyle. Traditional healing practices emerged as a response to Black oppression
in the United States. Few formally trained medical practitioners offered help to freed
persons and when they were available, patients were often unable to afford their
exorbitant fees. In contrast, “the relatively low cost and easily acquired formulations of
herbalists and Conjure doctors were a sound medical alternative.”163 Outside of the cost,
white doctors often discriminated against and mistreated Black Americans. White doctors
offered unethical and invasive surgeries that were performed without the knowledge of
many Black Americans. The fears surrounding this mistreatment led many Black
Americans to prefer the benign treatments of root doctors who offered liquid medicines
and bags of herbs. The practice of root doctors incorporated spiritual healing practices
and beliefs based on indigenous African spirituality. In order to be a successful healer,
root doctors needed to be successful herbalists as well. Herbalism was a “healing practice
that evolved out of African Americans’ assimilation of native African, Native American,
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and Anglo botanical techniques.” 164 Herbalists developed complicated textbooks that
focused on the medicinal properties of herbs all over the U.S. The popularity of root
doctors' and herbalists’ treatments also impacted the practice of formal white doctors as
well. Some doctors consulted with Black healers to learn about the healing properties of
herbs and incorporated the knowledge into their own treatments.165
Because medical discrimination continues to be prevalent in western medicine,
many Black Americans continue to express a feeling of distrust toward medical doctors.
African Americans often delay traditional treatment by incorporating alternative
approaches to suit their physical needs. These include herbal teas, tinctures, and other
familial health traditions.166 These familial health traditions are often passed down from
the remedies made by rootworkers and herbalists post-Emancipation. This preference for
alternative medicine is also shared by Stout who believes healing to be a political act
against the daily adversity felt by many African Americans. 167 According to Stout, “I
don’t really feel like I want to be bothered with doctors, so I have books about alternative
healing and that kind of thing. If I have a stomachache or a headache I might refer to one
of those things. I have collected the herbs, or whatever I need, to use in my daily health
care.”168 Even while creating a piece, Stout would hide herbs in spaces that are invisible
to the viewer in order to charge her own work with these guiding and healing
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properties.169 Making work that references traditional healing methods, allows Stout to
fulfill her role as an artist in documenting the issues faced by Black Americans in order to
help resolve them.170According to Stout, “I feel my art is a reflection of where we’ve
been (black people, and the country, in general), while simultaneously acting as a
reflection of where our society is currently.”171
Stout’s work serves as both functional and art which challenges the Western
notion of art as only aesthetic. The value in her work is similar to the minkisi in that it
contains medicines that spiritually infuse the work with power. With I Can Heal and
Rootworker Table, Stout’s works show the reclaiming of the past practices that are
prevalent in the healing of the Black community. The presence of alternative practices,
while seen as less impactful than modern medicine, has infiltrated U.S. society as a
whole. With many facing less access to modern healthcare, the practice of alternative
healing methods has become more prevalent. Outside of herbs, these practices can also
include yoga, acupuncture, healing crystals, and meditation. These practices can be
considered ancient preventable treatments that have their place in modern U.S. society.
Creating environments, machines, devices, and remedies that allow Stout to create a
world where the use of hoodoo plays a large role in the healing of the Black community.
The works of Stout can easily be compared to the works of Frazier and Leigh
because it too brings attention to the health issues faced by the Black community. Similar
to Frazier’s The Notion of Family, Stout creates deeply personal and autobiographical
work that focuses on her own internal healing. While Frazier’s work focuses on the lived
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experience of communities suffering from inaccessible healthcare, Stout also creates
works with marginalized communities in mind. According to Stout, “Through my work, I
seek to tell an ongoing story as a way of bearing witness to the efforts of marginalized
people everywhere, who make do to get through and the strength and creativity that often
comes with persistence.”172 While the intention behind Stout’s work is aligned with the
values of Frazier’s work, it is not as direct. Frazier’s series focuses on showing the daily
lives of Braddonians through images and experiences that may not reflect everyone’s
lives but are easily recognizable. This understanding is largely because Frazier combined
her own text with the photographs to offer viewers a deeper understanding of Braddock’s
history and the impact of environmental racism.
In Fetish #2, Stout’s use of traditional African imagery and the historical layering
of her objects offer a level of ambiguity that requires further research for the viewer.
Again, since African Americans have slowly lost the connection to indigenous African
rituals, it requires extra education to fully understand the depth of Stout’s art. The
historical layering and connection to past community leaders can be easily compared to
the installation pieces of Leigh. Similar to FPMC and The Waiting Room, The
Rootworker’s Table and I Can Heal, both require the viewer to recall ancestral lineage.
Both of these artists also offer an alternative to traditional medicine. For Leigh’s
installations, she offered classes and care sessions that were meant to provide relaxing
healing properties. Each session incorporated traditional healing practices that can be
traced back to diverse ancient philosophies. Stout’s incorporation of herbs, minkisi, and
hoodoo rituals, can fall into the same categories as Leigh’s installations. Stout’s pieces
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offer the same solution to the mistreatment of Black Americans by western medicine by
seeking alternatives to standard practice. Using her introspection as an act of resistance,
she offers a solution to the problem of the obedient Black women of Leigh. Leigh calls
for Black women to focus on their health as a response to western medicine’s improper
treatment. Using the alter ego of Fatima Mayfield, Stout has made herself into a Black
woman who is secure in herself and her desires. In creating this character, Stout has
shrugged off the societal expectations of womanhood and stepped into her own
empowered self. By focusing on her own healing, Stout has also removed herself from
the generational cycle of obedience and resilience cast on Black women. Empowering the
Black community is the main focus in the works of Frazier, Leigh, and Stout as all three
have used their art to document the way that African Americans have historically and
presently have been denied by western medicine.
Stout’s work show the process of caring for oneself through inherited ancestral
healing. In order to discover herself, Stout took up the role of root doctor in order to cope
and deal with everyday adversity. In the work of Fetish #2, Stout focused on empowering
herself by turning herself into minkisi, a Kongo power statue. In The Rootworker’s Table
and I Can Heal, Stout conjures the role of Fatima Mayfield in order to, “navigate this
limited and outdated system that seeks to mold our everyday reality in ways that run
counter to our authentic selves.”173 In her works, Stout creates a parallel universe filled
with mysterious ritual acts and strange devices. Stout explains that her work provides her
with “a kind of transcendence to a state of empowerment that I wish to share with the
viewer.”174 In powering herself, she takes on the role of the hoodoo practitioner. The role
173
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of hoodoo practitioners has historically been to offer protection and healing to their
community. Because of medical discrimination, root doctors’ traditional medicines
continue to have a large presence in African American communities. With the alter ego of
Fatima, Stout allows herself to become a healer for herself and in the Black community.
By reclaiming taboo African rituals, Stout allows herself to live authentically and
approach the subject of societal healing by starting with herself. By doing this, she
evokes the spirit of the artist in James Baldwin’s “The Creative Process,” “Societies
never know it, but the war of an artist with his society is a lover’s war, and he does, at his
best, what lovers do, which is to reveal the beloved to himself and, with that revelation, to
make freedom real.”175
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Conclusion
In conclusion, the issues of environmental racism, racial stereotyping, redlining, hospital
overcrowding, etc., have directly led to the declining health of Black Americans. With less
access to quality healthcare, Black Americans suffer from a continuous racist system that
constantly tells them that their life and well-being matter less. The conversation on this neglect
needs to be prioritized as it can have fatal consequences for Black patients. The United States'
capitalist structures negate the importance of public health in order to profit off of U.S. citizens’
labor. Presently, the COVID-19 pandemic has reminded us that care for our health and wellbeing
is a priority and not a luxury. However, because of the lack of accountability of the healthcare
system, many Black Americans suffer from a lack of accessible, high-quality healthcare. Without
proper structures in place, Black communities, especially low-income families, are forced to
neglect their health.
By using their art as a way to document this phenomenon, Latoya Ruby Frazier and
Simone Leigh bring attention to the crisis. In The Notion of Family, Frazier reveals the harsh
reality of Black communities left to degrade with the declining steel industry. Because of the
lower social power in Braddock, Frazier’s community faces severe health implications that are a
direct cause of the pollution from the steel mill. The issue of health is escalated when the town
faces the removal of their only hospital. Refusing to stay silent, Frazier documents the
community’s struggle to gain access to healthcare in an effort to empower and protect her family
and neighborhood. In Free People’s Medical Clinic and The Waiting Room, Leigh reveals the
impact of racist stereotypes and low-quality health facilities to have a devastating impact on
Black lives. Her work serves as a homage to the past Black women caregivers and Black medical
professionals who have recognized the disparity in treatment between Black and white patients.
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These installations also bring the disparities into contemporary health facilities by bringing
attention to the tragic death of Esmin Green which could have been preventable.
In Renée Stout’s works, Fetish #2, The Rootworker’s Table, and I Can Heal, she reminds
us of the traditional healing rituals of the African continent and its peoples. She focuses on using
holistic approaches of herbs and Central African iconography. In embodying the spirit of Fatima
Mayfield, she takes on the role of rootworker and conjure woman. These roles have historically
served to help protect and heal the Black community from illness and the harsh realities of
enslavement. By embodying these roles, Stout asks the African diaspora to reclaim the part of
their history that used these healing rituals. Because Stout believes healing to be a political act,
the reclamation of the past will not only impact the health of Black Americans but will empower
the community as well.
In conclusion, the role each artist plays in discussing health showcases the resilience of
the Black community to persevere in the face of constant adversity. Traditional healing practices
and Western medicine both have their place in the well-being of Black communities. While
access to healthcare is important, the root of the issue of medical discrimination is held in
longstanding racist beliefs that require a complete overhaul. Redlining, environmental racism,
and low-quality healthcare are the many ways in which the Black community suffers from
declining health and shortened life spans. In using their art to document these truths, Latoya
Ruby Frazier, Simone Leigh, and Renée Stout become activists for the health and wellbeing of
the Black community.
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